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Copper prices per ounce today

ayo888/getty images Some nutrients seem to get all the love. Vitamin D, for example, recently grabbed headlines claiming it could reduce the risk of everything from cancer to depression. And you've definitely tried to take some extra vitamin C or downing a glass when you felt it was coming cold. But other nutrients, though equally important,tend to fly under the radar. One such unaunked hero? Trace
mineral copper. (Treat the whole body with Rodale's 12-day liver detox for overall body health.) The powerful mineral copper is extremely important, says Kristi King, RDN, a senior pediatric dietitian at Texas Children's Hospital in Houston and a clinical instructor at Baylor College of Medicine. It plays a key role in the fight against chronic inflammation, the formation of red blood cells and the strengthening of
immunity. It is also essential for the formation of myelin, which isolates your nerves and ensures that your nervous system is functioning properly. Copper plays a role in cholesterol and glucose metabolism. And a new study from the University of California, Berkeley, shows that metal is the key to fat burning. Science has not really dug into copper in the past, but that is changing, says King. As the picture of
his role in the body becomes clearer, I think we'll see that it's as powerful as something like vitamin D. MORE: 10 Silent signals you're too stressed about how much is enough? One of the reasons copper has been overlooked is that it is difficult to measure. It involves a very specialized, very expensive test, which is rarely administered in the doctor's office, says King. While it may be hard to know for sure if
you are short of copper, there are plenty of narrator signs that you should try to increase your income. Copper deficiency can resemble iron deficiency in terms of symptoms, especially fatigue, says Sonya Angelone, RDN, spokeswoman for the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Achy joints are a common first sign, according to King, and in the long run copper deficiency can contribute to osteoporosis.
She warns that people with malbsorption problems—including anyone with coeliac disease or chronic diarrhea—have an increased risk of not absorbing enough copper. The best sources of David Kay/shutterstock the good news is that it's not hard to get enough copper–assuming you eat a pretty healthy, well balanced diet with lots of veggies. Copper is found in minimally processed plant foods, says
Angelone, adding that dark leafy vegetables like Swiss chard, mustard vegetables and kale are good choices. Nuts (especially cashesh), seeds, whole grains, oysters and mushrooms also contain copper. One of copper's richest sources is liver-this is where copper tends to hang out in every animal, says King, although he acknowledges liver is a hard sell for many people. You don't have to eat to have
enough copper, but if you happen to like it, it's an easy way to meet your copper quota. The recommended daily dose for copper is 0.9 mg. an ounce of beef liver has roughly twice that amount; one ounce of tsai contains 0.6 mg; one cup of cooked kale contains 0.2 mg. MORE: 5 Clean Weight Loss Smoothies That Double As Dinner Doesn't Plan to Have a Liver for Dinner? It's easy to get what you need by
being in smaller amounts throughout the day, says Angelone. Pre meď-vedomé stravovanie, ona odporúča nasledovné: Raňajky: 3 / 4 šálky celozrnných obilnín (0,1 mg), 1 šálka jahôd (0,07 mg), nízkotučné mlieko alebo mlieko alternatíva Obed: šošovicová polievka so špenátom (0,58 mg), 1 / 3 šálky hummusu (0,5 mg), 1 unca plnozrnné sušienky (0,1 mg), oranžová (0,06 mg) Večera: grilované ryby s 1/2
šálkami húb Crimini (0,18 mg), 1 šálka špargle (0,3 mg), 1/2 šálky hnedej ryže (0,1 mg), šalát s 2 šálkami šalátu (0,05 mg) Príliš veľa dobrej veci Keď sa dozviete, aká dôležitá je meď pre vaše zdravie, môžete byť v pokušení ísť von a kúpiť doplnok. no-. The upper safe limit for copper is 10 mg per day, and if you get too much it will build up in the liver. You can get a metallic taste in your mouth, vomiting,
and even liver cirrhosis, says King. But this warning only applies to supplements-it is almost impossible to get a toxic dose by eats copper-rich foods. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Mitch Hrdlicka/Stockbyte/Getty Images The
equivalent of one-half an ounce varies depending on what is measured. When measuring the volume of liquids, the standard one half of a liquid ounce is equal to one tablespoon, while the metric equivalent is 15 millilitres. However, when measuring the mass, one half ounce shall be equal to 15 grams. If dry ingredients are used, one half ounce is the same as three teaspoons, one tablespoon or 14.3
grams. Measuring a small amount of liquid or dry components, measuring spoons are often used. They are usually available in sets that have one quarter of a teaspoon, one-half teaspoon, one teaspoon and one tablespoon. In addition, the tablespoon is almost identical to 15 millilitres. A kitchen scale is suitable for measuring weight. NEW YORK - Gold prices hit a closely watched level of $US1300 an
ounce on Friday. Gold futures prices for December delivery on COMEX hit $1,300 an ounce intraday, but fell slightly in trading to $1,299.40, up $3.10. Gold prices rose $4.20 on Thursday to settle at $1,296.30. Gold prices have been setting new records this week as the frenzy to buy the yellow metal is fueled by global currency concerns. - Written by Joseph Woelfel &gt;To contact the author of this article,
click here: Joseph Woelfel &gt;To send a news tip, please send an email to: tips@thestreet.com. (Bloomberg Opinion) - China's next step toward opening up its commodity markets may be a step change. From Thursday, foreign trade copper futures at Shanghai International Energy Energy This is not the first such product: the yuan-denominated oil contract, launched in March 2018, has been modestly
successful. The ensuing push to allow foreigners to trade iron ore in Dalian set a global benchmark. Copper could overshadow these efforts, thanks to fortuitous timing, a global appetite for economic bellwether and the impact of the world's largest consumer. The ambition is clear. Beijing wants to increase price power in the commodity markets it dominates, especially when the country imports this
component. It doesn't just want to be the recipient's price anymore. China also wants to strengthen the use of the yuan for transactions abroad, part of sputtering, a long-term strategy to increase the profile and influence of the currency. At the same time, the government wants domestic companies to do more to hedge against volatility. Allowing foreigners to trade oil and iron ore - along with rubber, low-
sulphur heating oil and purified terephthalic acid or PTA, a petrochemical derivative - goes some way to all this. Copper promises to make even more progress. The metal is a key indicator for an economy that has recovered faster than the rest of the world from the coronavirus. While there is a contract on the Shanghai Futures Exchange, designed for local traders, the new one, traded on a subsidiary of
INE, will be open to foreigners. The size of the contract is the same, but this will exclude taxes and duties, and will be delivered to customs warehouses, helping it to actively compete with the London Metal Exchange.Benchmarks are difficult to create, as the oil market shows. Initiatives to move away from established U.S. dollar contracts, such as Urals oil on the St. Petersburg stock exchange, are being
swept away. Shanghai's yuan-based contract is the country's first, and perhaps most dramatic, effort in international futures markets. While performing relatively well, it has not become an indispensable benchmark, or caught up with Brent and West Texas Intermediate in volume, let alone in the open interest, number of futures contracts outstanding. The worrying spread that opened in the spring,
suggesting a disrupted market, has now been balanced. Iron ore has done better. Here, China opened an existing contract on the Dalian Commodity Exchange, which was already one of the most liquid derivatives in the country. While China accounts for about 14% of the world's oil consumption, it is the largest steel producer. Last year, Dalian traded more than 30 times the physical nautical volumes. As
significant, more producers, including mining giant BHP Group, have agreed to payments in the yuan. The timing of copper is right. China currently accounts for more than half of global consumption, according to BMO Capital Markets, up from 39% in 2010 and 12% in 2000. The country's taste has only grown this year - it has already increased purchases of refined metal by more than 1 million tonnes
compared to 2019. It is indicative that when a broker Financial Ltd. made a presentation on the new contract next to the Shanghai Futures Exchange, it was viewed 15,000 times by the following morning. There is always a risk of unexpected government intervention, as has been seen in the past. From China's perspective, copper won't fix the problem of the yuan's internationalization either. It may need to
add warehouse locations to compete effectively with the LME. It could be useful, even if it is not necessary. However, the creation of a credible regional criterion is about the alchemy of timing, structure and happiness. All three can have this. This column does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial board or Bloomberg LP and its owners. Clara Ferreira Marques is a Bloomberg opinion columnist
covering commodities and environmental, social and governance issues. Previously, she was associate editor for Reuters Breakingviews, and editor and correspondent for Reuters in Singapore, India, the UK, Italy and Russia.For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.com/opinionSubscribe now stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2020 Bloomberg 1020 Bloomberg DZ How
much do you get - and when can you expect money? Investor Business DailyThe best dividend stocks give a strong boost to income and retirement portfolios. These stocks offer solid returns as well as strong performance. (Bloomberg) - Sheila Patel, chairman of Goldman Sachs Group Inc.'s asset-management unit, is leaving the $1.8 trillion division after nearly two decades at the firm. Patel, 51, is among
the company's most senior women and shepherds some of Goldman's highest-profile relationships with investors around the world. She will step down from the partnership and become an advisory director in the new year, Chief Executive David Solomon said in a report to employees Monday. Sheila contributed to our culture, including by serving as a mentor to many Goldman Sachs experts around the
world, Solomon said in the memo. I look forward to benefiting from her ongoing advice. Patel took up Goldman's top positions in 2006 when she was appointed as a partner within three years of joining the firm. It is part of the Bank's Steering Committee in Europe and oversees fast-growing areas of environmental, social and management and impact investment. Prior to joining the asset management
department, she worked in various roles in the equities division, including as co-head of distribution in Asia and head of derivatives sales in the US. Goldman's partnership ranks are shrinking, with a number of long-time executives leaving in recent years. This year, the company added the smallest number of partners since 1998, a move that can limit costs because elite rankings tend to come with
significant benefits. The asset management unit also faces huge changes. Tim O'Neill, a key division leader since 2008 and a partner since the 1990s who helped transform the business into a jugger, has been moved to a leadership advisory role in recent years while Eric Lane and Julian Salisbury have been assigned to co-lead asset management as it adds more farmhouse in merchant-banking
capabilities. The bank is trying to bolster its presence in private fundraising. Meanwhile, business leaders including quantitative investment Gary Chropuvka and Kane Brenan, who oversaw the firm that worked with the pension fund, announced their departures from mid-2019. Patel was promoted to the firm's steering committee in 2018 as part of Solomon's first major personnel moves after being appointed
ceo, increasing the number of women on the firm's most experienced governing body. (Updates with past departures beginning with the sixth paragraph.) For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.2020 has been the year of behemoth gains for individual stocks, with companies like Tesla seeing a
three-digit increase. Nio Inc. - ADR (NYSE: NIO) shares, which have seen a loss of momentum in recent weeks, are nicely set for the new year with delivery update due in early January and annual Nio Dayscheduled for 9.What happened: Annual Nio Day shares in the past served as a platform for new product and service launches and catalyzed strong stock movements. The invitation Nio shared with
Benzinga contains some information that is already public, including the venue, general itinerary and event theme. Nio Day, which is usually a year-round event, has moved to 2021. It will be held at the Wuliangye Chengdu Performing Arts Center with the theme Always Moving Forward. Related article: Wall Street Bullish On Nio Despite Recent Pullback: 'A Must-Own Growth Stock'What To Expect: Nio is
on track to announce a few launches at the event, including its first sedan. This would be the company's fourth mass-produced model, with speculation suggesting it will likely have a coupe design like the Audi A7. It is also anticipated that the company could begin mass production of the model by the fourth quarter of 2021.Nio is expected to announce a 150 kilowatt-hour battery back, which will likely
increase the range of its EV to more than 900 km. The new package is expected to be compatible with all existing Nio models. An upgrade to the Nio Advanced Drivers System platform called NT2.0 is also expected to be unveiled at the event. This will probably feature lidar technology. The company will also announce its second-generation battery swap stations. Why it's important: Investor expectations in
the run-up to the stock could lift Nio shares, which were in the range below all-time highs reached on Nov. 24.First up is the company's delivery update for December, which is due in early January. With Nio having delivered 10,346 vehicles for the first two months of the fourth quarter, the company will have to deliver 6,654 vehicles in December to hit the high end of its fourth-quarter guidance range of
16,500-17,000.NIO Price action : Nio shares fell 1.92% for the last check Monday. Related article: BofA's Takeaways On Nio's 2021 Plans More Information from Benzinga * Click Here for Options Deals from Benzinga * Apple Analyst: Cupertino's Ambitions Could Play With Partnership with Tesla, Chinese EV Brands* EV, Autonomous, Battery Announcements expected at Nio Day Event 9.b.2020
Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. The rise of bitcoin has been one of the best stories of 2020.What happened: Bitcoin reached all-time highs during December, passing the $27,000 level on December 27. In early 2020 bitcoin passed JPMorgan Chase (NYSE: JPM) and Mastercard Inc (NASDAQ: MA). Over the weekend, bitcoin's market capitalization passed
$500 billion and made it more valuable than Visa Inc. (NYSE: V). Related article: 8 Stocks To Play Bitcoin's RevivalWhy it matters: According to AssetDash, bitcoin is now the 11th-most valuable asset by market cap, with a $500-billion valuation. Bitcoin passed four companies on the list in December.Up next on the list is Berkshire Hathaway (NYSE: BRK-A) (NYSE: BRK-B), led by legendary investor
Warren Buffett. The Oracle of Omaka was a loud bitcoin. Buffett once said bitcoin is probably poison on rats for another. As far as cryptocurrencies are at stake, I can say with almost certainty that they are a bad ending. If I could buy a five-year stake in every cryptocurrency, I'd like to do it, but I would never cut a dime, Buffett told CNBC in 2018.Berkshire Hathaway ranks 10th on the list of assets with a
market cap of $535.7 billion. With 18,583,275 bitcoins out, the price is expected to be $28,827 to pass the value of Berkshire Hathaway. With other bitcoins mined and the cryptocurrency continuing to grow, it could happen very soon. Apple Inc(NASDAQ: AAPL) tops AssetDash's list with a market cap of $2.3 trillion. Alibaba Group (NYSE: BABA) ranks eighth with a limit of $602 million, and fell three places
in the month to December.Price Shares: Bitcoin was trading at $26,714.06 at last check Monday. Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (OTC: GBTC) ended Monday's session up 11.33% at $30.45 and is more than 200% higher in 2020.See more from Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga * Ideanomics Shares Rally On Ride-Hailing EV Buying: What Investors Should Know * Buffett: Small Businesses
Have Become Collateral Damage, Congress is expected to restore the PPP (C) by 2020 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Congress passed an aid bill on Monday and is waiting for President Donald Trump to put into doubt a relatively modest sign of incentives, among other concerns, and on Sunday signed a massive pandemic-aid bill, averting a government
shutdown in the process. At the same time, the new set of incentive controls new rules for certain scenarios, such as people who are lagging behind in support of a child or are married to a hateful citizen. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said Monday that those payments of economic impact could begin coming into bank accounts next week. Alibaba shares have been hit hard in the past two months. It's
time for the bulls to step in and start hoarding the e-commerce giant. Payments of $600 are in the works now. But the president still hopes for $2,000 checks. Global investors are fleeing Chinese technology stocks in the wake of a government crackdown on Ant Group and Alibaba, two high-flying businesses founded by Ma Yun (Jack Ma) that were once hailed as the paragons of China's new tech elite.
Shares of the country's big technology companies have fallen sharply in recent days, with Bloomberg calculating that Alibaba, Tencent, JD.com and Meituan have lost around $200 billion in several business meetings. Many investors think the Federal Reserve has a foot so tight on the economic gas pedal that stocks can't fall. History suggests that's not true. The $30 trillion ESG boom is already
transforming markets, and for investors who are new to the game these are three sectors, you should keep a close eye on Stock futures pointing to more Wall Street records; The House passes a bill that would increase incentive controls to $2,000; The Boeing 737 MAX flies again Tuesday.Investor Business DailyThe Dow Jones Industrial Average hit a record high on Monday as the Nasdaq gained, but
some of the 2020 hot technology stocks growth - such as zoom and square - fell due to profit. Splashy IPO were the hallmark of 2020. You can definitely place Palantir (PLTR) on the list of companies that have made impressive items on the market. While the big data specialist got off to a relatively slow start after going public in late September, it has picked up some serous momentum over the past few
months. As a result, shares have risen by 170% since public listing. That's why Credit Suisse analyst Brad Zelnick is telling investors not to stay. Analyst rates PLTR underperform (i.e. Sell) along with a $17 price target. This figure marks a sharp 34% descent from current levels. (To watch Zelnick's record, click here) It is not to say, however, that Zelnick thinks Palantir is a bad company. To be clear, said
the 5-star analyst: We continue to believe that Palantir offers a unique data analytics platform that helps organizations address some of the most complex challenges in the world – including those related to the fight against COVID-19. This means that with stock trading on ~46x EV/CY21 revenue, we see risk/reward skewed to a disadvantage. There are other risks involved. These include dependence on a
small set of clients - 60% of the company's revenue is generated by only 20 customers, and overlap on large, bumpy trades. With most of their business created by providing data analysis to government bodies, there are ESGs (Environment, Environment, and management) investment concerns as well, plus a lock up period of 80% of outstanding shares expires in mid-February. This could put further
pressure on stock performance, and Zelnick expects significant deliveries to come into the market. RBC analyst Alex Zukin also believes the company's weakness could be due to its dependence on huge contracts. Palantir's average customer pays the company more than $5 million a year (the top 20 customers pay more than $25 million), and although these suggest Palantir is solving very valuable
problems, these large, bumpy offerings can make the revenue growth and margins profile of the company more volatile than similar SaaS peers. Moreover, like Zelnick, Zukin points out that the ethical aspect could affect investor thinking. Palantir is dedicated to serving U.S. government organizations and their allies, the missions and goals of some organizations that Palantir supports can from time to time
gain social control that could pressure actions, the 5-star analyst noted. Accordingly, Zukin currently has a Sector Perform (i.e. Hold) rating on the stock along with a $15 price target. The downside here is even harder, with a 41% drop expected from the current share price. (To watch Zukin's records, click here) The rest of the street is on the same page. Palantir's hold consensus rating is based on 1 Buy, 3
holds and 2 sells. Overall, analysts expect the shares to pull back significantly, as indicated by the average price target of $14.50. (See Palantir Inventory Analysis at TipRanks) To find good ideas for trading stocks at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stock Buy, a newly launched tool that brings together all tipranks' stock insights. Warning: The views expressed in this article are only those of the
analysts mentioned. The content is for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Coinbase said it will suspend trading with XRP, the cryptocurrency at the center of the SEC's lawsuit against Ripple Labs.Investor Business DailyWith 2020 ending, Wall Street analysts are making their pick for the best semiconductor shares to buy and track in
2021. These include advanced micro devices and micron technology. (Bloomberg) - Tesla Inc. is nearing the end of its first year of selling China-made cars with a commanding position in the world's largest electric car market, but Elon Musk should not rest on his laurels. While Tesla regularly outshooes monthly premium EV sales this year, its sedans touted from its multibillion-dollar plant opened to much
fanfare in Shanghai last December, 2020 has also been marked by catching up with rivals. In 2021, the scale of the competitive attack Tesla faces will be greater than ever. Whether Tesla can defend its lead in China will be key to its broader growth and profit trajectory. While still in its infancy, the Chinese electric car market dwarfs that of other countries and the government is further expansion amid
commitments to reduce the use of fossil fuels. Tesla's fate in China will also show whether it can grow into a truly global automaker, an ambition investors are banking on after pushing the company's shares up nearly 700% this year. A trio of local champions Nio Inc, Xpeng Inc and Li Auto Inc have emerged as frontline against the Palo Alto, California-based company. All traded in the U.S., and enjoying
support from government entities or internet giants, the three startups are fast winning fans, with sales of their electric SUVs, sedans and crossovers also rising in 2020 and their shares soaring on Tesla's coattails. Since June, you've seen continuous sales growth in NIO, Xpeng, and Li, said Bill Russo, founder and CEO of consulting firm Automobility Ltd. in Shanghai. Can you stay competitive with these
fast-moving, internet-backed, very deep-pocketed companies? China is Tesla's largest market after the U.S., with sales in Asia's largest economy topping 120,000 units this year, according to local registration data. And Tesla is steadily increasing production in Shanghai, prompting analysts to predict that China will be involved in its sales and profit growth in the coming years. Model 3 sedans Tesla sells in
China have higher profit margins than its vehicles in the U.S. and Europe, and China could stifle more than 40% of Tesla's sales by early 2022, Wedbush Securities analyst Dan Ives said in a December 21 research note. That's compared to about 20% now. China could see eye-popping demand by 2021 and 2022 across the board with Tesla's flagship Giga 3 a foot of great competitive advantage, he said,
referring to the Shanghai plant. The expansion of PushWaiting in the wings for Tesla is the Model Y, which Musk says has the potential to sell all the other vehicles it makes. The crossover is already being built in California, and the Shanghai-compiled version is clearing the final regulatory phase to begin selling in China as soon as next year. In early December, drone footage captured about 40 Model Y
vehicles being thrown from the factory and packed in protective covers. China will continue to propel Tesla's global growth in 2021, more than ever, Sharon Li, J.J. Warren analyst, said in a recent note. The automaker is also expanding its geographic footprint and recently opened several Tesla centers in lower-level Chinese cities, including Weifang and Linyi in northeastern Shanong Province. Meanwhile,
it's strengthening its public and government relations teams in smaller centers, including Shijiazhuang and Haikou, in addition to larger cities. Tesla is also starting local chargers production in Shanghai, part of an effort to expand its charging network in several cities. The company recently completed its 500th year in 2015. While this represents impressive growth over the course of 2020, it would still
represent more than 80% of the market. The PCA predicts total sales of 1.7 million new energy vehicles for the year 2021.To meaning that local premium brands Nio, Xpeng and Li are still a threat - together, the three companies already approach Tesla's monthly sales tally. SAIC-GM Wuling Automobile Co. and BYD Co., which sell cheaper electric cars, are also gaining momentum. Nio, the largest of the
Chinese tria, is steadily increasing sales of its electric SUVs, which it sells at a price up to 40% higher than tesla's Model 3. The company's retail strategy includes clubhouses with showrooms, lounges, workspaces, theaters and even camping activities for customers' children. Tesla's price cut at the start of the year added some pressure, but the subsequent cut failed to have a similar impact, Nio CEO
William Li said on a recent earnings call. We didn't see any specific impact on our order receipt, Li said. This proves that we have our own unique advantages. Xpeng similarly saw brisk sales growth, helped by lower prices than Tesla. The company, which touts the smart properties of its vehicles, raised $2.2 billion this month to sell more shares, capitalizing on a recent share price hike. I would call 2020
one of the smart electric vehicles on the market in China, Xpeng Vice President Brian Gu said in a telephone interview on November 27. We are seeing really good sales of many good products. But Tesla and its Chinese rivals also face a common threat: conventional automakers are moving quickly toward electrified cars. Volkswagen AG plans to introduce eight ID series of electric models in China by
2023, while Daimler AG, maker of luxury Mercedes-Benz cars, has launched an EQC electric SUV and plans to expand its lineup of purely battery-powered vehicles to at least 10 in the coming years. While their EV volumes in China are still small - they've yet to break into the Top 10 - traditional giants have the advantage of huge dealerships, services and supply chain networks. The Chinese government,
meanwhile, is doing everything it can to lure consumers and old-school automakers away from gas guzzlers with subsidies and restrictions. The aim is for NEV to account for 20% of the market by 2025, an increase from around 5% today. Tesla will have its work cut out to ensure it will be among the beneficiaries of this push. Lu Bin, a fund manager at HSBC Bank (China) Co. and an early buyer of the
China-built Model 3 sedan, said he opted for a more spacious Li Auto model when he bought the new EV in November. The assortment is better and the six-seater is more suitable for families. Tesla had an advantage at an early stage and showed the way for consumers, Russo said. But now, there are more options. For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the
most trusted business news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.Semiconductors are from the world's modern core industries, industries, possible so much of what we rely on or take for granted: internet access, high-speed computers with high-speed memory, even thermostats that control our air conditioning - not much, tech-wise, that doesn't use semiconductor chips. With the end of 2020 in sight, it's time for
the annual ritual of evaluating events on New Year's Day. Wells Fargo analyst Aaron Rakers cast his eye on the chip industry, tagging several companies as likely gainers next year. The analyst sees several factors that combine to boost demand for chips in 2021, including cloud demand, new game consoles and a market solution for the future of the PC segment. Overall, however, Rakers expects memory
chips and 5G enabled chips to emerge as industry drivers next year. The analyst expects semiconductor companies as a group to see growth of between 10% and 12% over the next 12 months. That's an industry-wide average, however. According to Raker, some chip companies will show significantly higher growth, an order of order of growth of 30% to 40% next year. We can look at these companies,
along with the latest TipRanks data, to see what makes these particular chip makers so compelling. Micron Technology (MU)Among the leading chip manufacturers, Micron occupied a position in the memory segment. The company has seen its market cap expand to $78 billion this year, as shares have appreciated 32% year-to-date. The surge comes on a product line heathed at computer data storage,
DRAM, and flash storage. Look back at 2020, Micron has seen sales increase every quarter, from $4.8 billion in Q1 2015 to $4.8 billion in Q1 2015. Profit came in at 87 cents per share, up from 71 cents in q2 and 36 cents in q1. The calendar third quarter was Micron 4QFY20, and the entire fiscal year showed a decrease due to the COVID pandemic. Revenue came in at $21.44 billion, down 8.4% year-
over-year, and operating cash flow fell to $8.31 billion from $13.19 billion in FY19. During this past quarter, Micron's 1QFY21, the company announced the release of the world's first 176-layer 3D NAND chip. The new chip promises higher density and faster performance in flash memory, and the architecture is described as a 'radical breakthrough.' The number of plyers is 40% higher than competing chips.
Looking ahead, Micron updated its F1Q21 guidance, forecasting total revenue of $5.7 billion to $5.75 billion. This is a 10% increase from the previous guidelines. Wells Fargo's Aaron Rakers calls Micron his top semiconductor idea for 2021. It points to a deepening positive view of memory, and in particular of the DRAMs sector. In addition, Rakers notes, Micron is a technology execution - 1Znm DRAM
guidance; recently outlined a 1αnm ramp by 2021, as well as Micron's transition to a 176-Layer 2nd-gen Replacement Gate 3D Manage better cost curves. We would also like to Micron performance on graphics memory (e.g. GDDR6X), Multi-Chip Packages (MCP), and High-Bandwidth Memory (e.g. HBME2) as positives. In line with these comments, Rakers rates Micron's stock buy, along with a $100
price target. That figure suggests room for 41% growth in 2021. (To watch Rakers' record, click here) Micron has 24 recent reviews on record, collapsing to 19 buys, 4 holds, and 1 Sell, and giving shares a Strong Buy from consensus analysts. The stock is priced at $70.96, and recent appreciation has pushed them close to the $74.30 average price target. But as Rakers' outlook suggests, there may be
more than just 4.5% of the upside available here. (See MU inventory analysis at TipRanks) Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) With $6.5 billion in total sales last year, and a market cap of $110.7 billion, AMD is a giant company - but it doesn't even crack the top five of the world's largest chip manufacturers. Still, AMD has a solid position in the industry, and its x86 processors provide stiff competition for market-
leading Intel (INTC). AMD shares have shown solid growth this year, and are up 101% as 2020 nears its end. Share growth is holding on to the back of steady earnings gains since the corona crisis peaked on the 1st AMD Q3 top line came in at $2.8 billion, up 55% from the $1.8 billion recorded in the year-before quarter and beating the forecast by 10%. Earnings of 37 cents per share rose 220 percent
year-on-year. The company attributed the growth to solid results in pc, gaming and data center product lines, and boasted that it was the fourth consecutive quarter with &gt;25% yoy revenue growth. AMD announced last month a new product for scientific market research, instinct MI100 accelerator. The new chip is billed as the world's fasting HPC GPU, and the first such x86 server to exceed 10 teraflops
of performance. Covering AMD for Wells Fargo, Rakers wrote: We remain positive on AMD's competitive position for continued sustained gradual corporate gains in PC... We also believe that AMD's deepening GPU strategy with the new Instinct MI100 graphics processors and the release of the RoCM 4.0 software platform could become increasingly visible, when we move to 2021. AMD's execution plan
would continue to be an important focus – the 7nm+ Ryzen 4000-series, the new RDNA Radeon Instinct GPU data center (MI100/MI120), and the 3rd-gen 7nm + EPYC Milan CPU... Rakers' position supports his Buy rating, and his $120 price means 30% one-year up in stock. The moderate Buy analyst consensus view on AMD reflects some residual Wall Street caution. The shares in 20 recent reviews
include 13 buys, 6 holds, and 1 Sell. AMD shares are selling for $91.64, and like Micron, their recent appreciation has closed the gap with a $94.71 average price target. (See AMD Inventory Analysis at TipRanks) Western Digital Corporation 's (WDC) Closure Wells Fargo picks on this list is Western Digital, a designer and manufacturer of memory systems. The company's products include fixed status units,
data center platform platforms, embedded flash drives, and portable storage, including memory cards and thumb USB drives. WDC has had a tough year in 2020, with shares down 19% year-to-date. Still, the stock recorded gains in November and December, on the heels of what was considered a strong fiscal 1Q21 report. This earnings report showed $3.9 billion in revenue, a 3% year-on-year decrease,
but the EPS net loss of 19 cents was a huge improvement from the 93 cent net loss in the pre-year quarter. The improvement in profit, which surpassed the 20% forecast, was key for investors and shares have risen by 30% since the quarterly report. The company also generated solid cash flow in the quarter, with cash from operations growing 111% gradually. Wells Fargo's Rakers recognizes WDC's
difficulties in 2020, but even so, he believes it's a population that's worth the risk. Western Digital has been our toughest constructive challenge in 2020, and while we believe the call bottom in NAND Flash (mid/2H2021?) remains difficult and WD's execution in corporate SSDs remains jerky, our analysis of SOTP leaves us continuing to believe that actions pose a compelling risk/reward. We continue to
believe that Western Digital can drive a ~$7/sh.+ mid-cycle EPS story; However, we will continue to think that the key driver of this underlying upside will not only be the recovery in the NAND Flash business, along with WD's ability to see better performance in corporate SSDDs, but also the continued view that WD HDD gross margin may return to a sustainable level of 30%+, Rakers opined. To that end,
Rakers rates the WDC buy along with a $65 price target. If the target were met, investors could pocket profits of 29% over the coming months where did the rest of the street side on this computer-storage manufacturer? It seems mostly bullish, as TipRanks analytics demonstrate wdc how to buy. Of the 11 analysts surveyed in the past 3 months, 7 are bullish, while 4 remain sidelined. With a yield potential of
9%, the stock's consensus target price stands at $54.44. (See WDC Inventory Analysis at TipRanks) To find good ideas for tech stock trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stock Buy, a newly launched tool that brings together all tipranks' stock insights. Warning: The views expressed in this article are only those of the analysts mentioned. The content is for informational purposes only. It is
very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Investor Business DailyU.S. officials have struck a deal for an additional 100 million doses of Pfizer's coronavirus vaccine. This brings the total number of doses of the vaccine up to 200 million. So, is Pfizer's stock a buy now? Nwo?
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